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•  Return flights and taxes ex JNB.
•    Return private transfers.
•   3 nights accommodation in a  
 4* hotel.
•  Daily breakfast.
•  Visa.
•  Full day city tour with English   
 speaking guide, including lunch.
•   Handling fee.

Travel Vision is proud to be associated with some of the world’s leading airlines serving the Mediterranean and Middle East.  We are 
able to offer the best value for money packages, combining very special airfares and unbelievable hotel, transfer and sightseeing 
rates for you to visit some of the most exotic destinations imaginable.

• Return flights & taxes ex JNB.
•   2 nights Athens / 3 nights   
 Mykonos / 2 nights    
 Paros / 3 nights Santorini.
•   Daily breakfast.
•   All transfers on mainland and   
 islands.
•   Athens sightseeing tour and   
 entrance fees.
•   Fast ferries from mainland and   
 between islands in economy class.
•   Air ticket from Santorini and   
 Athens including taxes.

•   Return flights and  taxes ex JNB.
•  10 nights accommodation in  
 4* hotels.
•  Daily breakfast and dinners as  
 per itinerary.
•    Air-conditioned coach. 
•   English speaking guide.
•  Pottery workshop.
•   Entrance fees to all sites and  
 excursions.

DISCOVER ABU DHABICLASSIC TURKEYGREEK ISLAND HOPPING

3 Nights from R19 099 pps10 Nights from R23 356 pps10 Nights from R25 195 pps

AIR INCLUSIVE TRAVEL

Rates are per person sharing, based on lowest season at the time of printing and to be regarded as an indication only. 
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Istanbul
Turkey’s variety is best experienced in the glorious city of 
Istanbul, straddling two continents with its old city in Europe and 
modern city in Asia, separated across the Bosphorous. 

The charm and character of Istanbul lies in its endless variety 
and jumble of contradictions; Ottoman mosques and palaces, 
Roman ruins and glorious Byzantine churches interspersed with 
cutting edge nightlife, retail stores, hamams (bath-houses), and 
exotic bazaars. 

The city enjoys hot, humid summers, and summer is the season 
most choose to travel to Istanbul.

Turkey includes tremendous variety in its vast borders: the west 
and east coast beach resorts offer pristine beaches and gorgeous 
turquoise-coloured waters, while to the west of the land are the 
rugged mountains of the Anatolian plateau, with its ancient cities and 
vibrant tribal cultures.  It’s easy to get seduced by the picture perfect 
resorts of Oludeniz, Bodrum and Marmaris, but Turkey has plenty of 
other world-class attractions. Top draws include Cappadocia’s famed 
rock-hewn houses and churches; Gallipoli, a emotionally moving 
WWI site; the astounding ancient cities of Ephesus and the thermal 
waters of Pamukkale.
The cuisine is taking you to the heart of Turkish culture and an 
understanding that eating and eating well, is a time-honoured ritual 
where friend and family gathers.  The country offers a curious and 
exciting mix of ancient and modern; east and west; secular and 
pious, and visitors seldom find one trip enough.

The Blue Mosque
The interior is splendidly decorated with 
thousands of blue and white Iznik tiles 
embellished with traditional Ottoman 
flower patterns and it is this special 
feature that gives the mosque its name. 

Hagia Sophia
Famous for its impressive size, 
remarkable architecture and beautiful 
mosaics and frescoes, the massive, 
ochre, domed structure known as Hagia 
Sophia is one of Istanbul’s most popular 
attractions and one of the greatest 
Byzantine buildings in the world.

Hippodrome of Constantinople
It was built as a stadium for horse racing, 
chariot racing, and other amusements. 
It is a beautiful public park with a few 
remaining columns hinting at its  
grand past.

ATTRACTIONS

TURKEY
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TURKEY

KuŞadasi
Kuşadası is a resort town on Turkey’s Aegean coast, and the centre of the seaside district of the same name.  It is also the gateway 
to Ephesus. Its seafront promenade, marina, and harbour are lined with hotels and restaurants with Pigeon Island not far away.

Bodrum
Once a cozy fishing village of only a few thousand people, has experienced a renaissance in the last half century that has 
transformed into one of Turkey’s most popular vacation hotspots.

Pamukkale
Soak in one of the Thermal spa terraces 
and visit the ruins of Hierapolis. 

Dejaza Wine Bar
Chill out with a glass of wine on the 
rooftop terrace and watch a beautiful 
sunset over Kuşadasi Marina.

Cave of Zeus
Hidden away by trees and flowers before 
the entrance to the National Park about 
30km south of Kuşadasi, you’ll find the 
secret and mystical Cave of Zeus.   
Make sure to take your costumes with to 
cool down during the hot summer days.

Orfoz
Cited as one of Turkey’s best fish restaurants, this restaurant 
next door to the landmark Zeki Müren Art Museum, named  
after one of Turkey’s greatest singers.

ATTRACTIONS

Bodrum Castle
There are splendid views from the battlements of Bodrum’s 
magnificent castle, built by the Knights Hospitaller in the early 
15th century and dedicated to St Peter. Today it houses the 
Museum of Underwater Archaeology.

ATTRACTIONS
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TURKEY
Bosphorus Cruise                             $40
Visit the Spice Market and enjoy a cruise 
on the Bosphorus. Transfers from 
European side hotels are included.

Mosaics of Istanbul                           $85
Tour the Blie Mosque, Hagia Sophia, 
Underground Cistern, Topkapi Palace, 
Hippodrome and Obelisk and Grand Bazaar.  
Lunch, entrance tickets and transfers from 
European side hotels are included.

Istanbul by Night                               $88
Dinner at a frist class restaurant with a 
belly dancing show as well as an Anatolian 
culture show.  Transfers from European side 
hotels are included.

Culinary Gulet Tour - 9 Nights            
2-3 guests  $6 250 pp
8-10 guests  $2 195 pp
Istanbul - Izmir - Ephesus - Kusadasi - Marmaris - 
Dalyan - Tersane Island - Kizil Island - Antalya

Visits to Topkapı Palace, St. Sophia’s Basilica, 
Ephesus, the House of Virgin Mary. Tour the 
ancient city of Perge and the Aspendos theater 
that is still intact after 1800 years.  Seminar 
on Turkish Cuisine and then a cooking class 
onboard.  Dine at Ottoman Turkish Restaurant 
and enjoy a lunch hosted by Turkish family at 
their farm.

Black Sea Tour - 9 Nights from
$3 320 pps
Istanbul - Safranbolo - Ankara - Amasya - 
Samsun - Trabzon - Uzungol - Rize - Trabzon

Seat in Coach with English speaking guide.  
Visit to Topkapı Palace, St Sophia’s Basilica 
and the traditional old Ottoman houses of 
Safranbolu, listed in the UNESCO World 
Heritage register Amasra, referred to as ‘a 
place touched by heaven’ by the Ottoman. 
See the four thousand-year-old Hittite City of 
Hatussas Bayazıt Mosque in Amasya, the fi rst 
University in Turkish History.  Enjoy the scenic 
drive along the Black Sea Coast and visit the 
4th century Sumela Monastery in Trabzon and 
a gentle walk to the Goksu Falls.

SIGHTSEEING TOURS

SPECIAL MINI TOURS

Rates are per person sharing, based on lowest season at the time of printing and to be regarded as an indication only. 

Best time to visit Turkey
April to June and September to October when 
it’s warm and not too hot.  Istanbul is a year 
round destination and the busiest is July and 
August as well as early September.

COOL TRAVEL FACTS

South African passport holders require 
visas. Please check requirements for 
other passport holders.

APR OCT

Cappadocia
Cappadocia is known for its distinctive “fairy chimneys,” tall, cone-shaped rock 
formations clustered in Monks Valley, Göreme and elsewhere. Other sites include 
Bronze Age homes carved into valley walls by troglodytes or cave dwellers and later 
used as refuges by early Christians. The 100m-deep Ihlara Canyon houses numerous 
rock-face churches.

Goreme National Park
The defi ning features of Goreme 
Historical National Park in Cappadocia, 
central Turkey, are the unusual rock 
formations known as “fairy chimneys.” 
These natural wonders are augmented 
by the cultural heritage of the region’s 
inhabitants, who as far back as the third 
century hewed homes, churches and 
entire underground cities into 
the landscape.

Pigeon Valley
The name comes from the thousands of 
pigeon houses that have been carved 
into the soft tuff  since ancient times.
 
Kaymakli Underground City
The houses in the village are constructed 
around the nearly one hundred tunnels 
of the underground city. The tunnels are 
still used today as storage areas, stables, 
and cellars.

Coach Tours
Highlights of Turkey  
10 Nights from                $1 295 pps
Istanbul - Canakkale - Troy - Izmir - Bodrum - Antalya 

Enjoy a full day tour including a visit to Topkapi 
Palace Museum, St. Sophia and the famous 
Grand Bazaar. Visit Gallipoli, the site of many 
battles during WW1 and Anzac Cove.  Enjoy 
lunch with the locals in a local village after a visit 
to Troy and the famous wooden horse.  Tour the 
famous ruins of Ephesus with its 2,000 year-old 
marble streets and Hadrian’s Temple. Take a 
short drive to see St. Mary’s stone cottage where 
it is believed Virgin Mary spent her last years 
accompanied by St. John. Visit the Castle of St. 
Peter in Bodrum and the renowned Underwater 
Museum that was awarded the best Underwater 
Museum of the World.

Turkey Land and Sea  
15 Nights from                $2 295 pps
Istanbul - Gallipoli - Canakkale - Troy - Izmir - 
Pamukkale - Bodrum - Fethiye - Domuz Island 
- Cennet Island - Kalkan - Marmaris - Cappadocia 
- Istanbul

A jam packed tour that takes you through 
the historical sites of Turkey, from the 
battlefi elds at Gallipoli and the wooden horse 
of Troy, to the lime cascades in Pamukkale 
and the foundations of the Mausoleum at 
Halicarnasses, Bodrum – one of the world’s 
seven wonders.  The adventure continues 
onboard a gulet for some island hopping.  
Breakfast and dinner included daily and 
internal fl ights from Bodrum to Cappadocia 
and Cappadocia to Istanbul.

ATTRACTIONS
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Athens
Athens was named after Athena, the Greek goddess of wisdom, 
who according to mythology won the city as prize after a duel 
against Poseidon.  For tourists the greatest advantage is that 
most attractions are accessible on foot in the central area 
around the landmark Acropolis. Walking is the best way to soak 
up the Athenian atmosphere because the traffic can reach 
nightmare proportions.
Athens is truly the heartbeat of the country, and ancient wonders 
like the Acropolis, the Parthenon, and the Temples of Zeus and 
Hephaesus ensure that Athens will always lure travellers.

Getting to and around the city: The easiest and quickest way 
to reach the city centre from the airport is on board Athens’ new 
Metro. Metro Line 3 connects the airport with Syntagma Square 
and Monastiraki.

The metro is also useful to get to Piraeus to catch a boat to the 
islands. Transport is cheap, but often overcrowded, especially 
during the siesta rush hour (1-3pm), and operates until midnight. 

Pireaus has been Athens’ port since ancient times. The bustling 
port is the departure point for hundreds of island ferries and 
cruise ships, so most tourists pass through it while visiting 
Greece. It actually consists of three harbours, with most of the 
tourist boats using the Zea Limani section. 

Acropolis
There are very few visitors who are not already familiar with the 
image of this distinctive citadel of ancient Athens, perched on 
its steep flat-topped rock above the sprawling city. It is the spot 
where Athens, and classical Greek civilisation, began and the 
site of a collection of beautiful temples, most dedicated to the 
goddess of wisdom, Athena. The ruins that remain visible today 
date from the 4th century BC. 

Ancient Angora
Clustered below the Acropolis, is the remains of the Agora, 
ancient Athens’ commercial and civic centre, where once walked 
and talked the great philosophers Socrates and Plato. In fact, 
the disgraced and despairing Socrates committed suicide in a 
prison in the southwest corner of the Agora, by drinking poison. 
The reconstructed building now has a museum on its ground floor 
containing artifacts covering 5,000 years of Athenian history.

National Archaeological Museum
This is the largest and most popular of Athens’ many museums, 
with a vast collection of treasures. Sculptures, including the 
earliest known Greek figurines dating from around 2000 BC, 
frescoes from the volcanic island of Santorini and so much more 
that it is recommended visitors make several visits to absorb it all.

Port of Piraeus
Visitors with time on their hands while waiting for ferries can 
also explore the Maritime Museum at Akti Themistokleous, 
alongside the pier used by the island hydrofoils, which features 
models of ancient and modern ships.

GREECE
Greece has captured the world’s imagination with its ancient 
culture and fantastical myths. Visions of vengeful gods and 
goddesses, massive armies led by generals riding in chariots, 
and great philosophers discussing ground-breaking ideas dance 
in the heads of the millions of tourists who flock to the country 
each year to visit world-famous sites like the Parthenon in 
Athens, the Acropolis of Rhodes, the churches of Thessaloniki, 
and the Oracle of Delphi.

A holiday in Greece is not all about the past, however, as the 
region’s warm weather gives it an ideal climate for a holiday on 
the beach. Greek islands like Santorini, Crete, Mykonos and 
Corfu are popular cruise destinations in the Mediterranean, 
taking advantage of the roughly 200 days of sunshine each year 
for tourists to enjoy their pebbled beaches, seaside tavernas 
and lively nightlife.

ATTRACTIONS

Sérrai
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GREECE

Plaka
The old town section of Athens below 
the Acropolis has become the gathering 
place for travellers and tourists, 
particularly in the warm Athens evenings. 
Strolling the narrow streets of the Plaka 
flanked by ancient monuments, Byzantine 
churches and mosques, stately mansions 
and inviting tavernas with vine-covered 
courtyards, makes a pleasant diversion.

Markets
The Monastiraki Square flea market runs 
into Pandrossou and Ifaistou streets and 
is great for local produce and various 

The best way to get around and 
experience the magic of the Greek 
Islands is to take advantage of one of 
our island hopping packages. Come 
and enjoy the beauty, atmosphere, food, 
history, nightlife, sun and sea!

Santorini that clings to a sheer cliff, or 
Mykonos with its timeless windmills 
and Rhodes with castles built by the 
Crusaders.  

With more than 200 days of sunshine per 
year and 6 000 islands to explore, let’s 
start island hopping!

8 Nights Greek Delight
Athens – Mykonos – Santorini - Athens

3*Hotels Twin Single

01-30 Apr & 01-20 Oct €880 €1 209

01-31 May & 14-30 Sep €919 €1 281

01-30 Jun €931 €1 305

01-20 Jul & 26-13 Sep €1 035 €1 478

21 Jul -25 Aug €1 185 €1 781

4*Hotels

01-30 Apr & 01-20 Oct €965 €1 266

01-31 May & 14-30 Sep €1 098 €1 555

01-30 Jun €1 730 €1 730

01-20 Jul & 26-13 Sep €1 248 €1 828

21 Jul -25 Aug €1 363 €2 005

5*Hotels

01-30 Apr & 01-20 Oct €1 180 €1 723

01-31 May & 14-30 Sep €1 288 €1 945

01-30 Jun €2 418 €2 418

01-20 Jul & 26-13 Sep €1 828 €2 931

21 Jul -25 Aug €1 991 €3 286

Includes: 2 nights accommodation in Athens, 3 nights in 
Mykonos and Santorini on bed and breakfast / All transfers 
in Athens, Paros, Santorini, Crete per itinerary / Athens 
sightseeing tour (SIC) with entrance to Acropolis site and 
Acropolis Museum / Fast  ferries between mainland and 
islands in economy class / Air tickets to Athens with airport 
taxes included.

10 Nights Island Escape
Athens – Paros – Santorini - Crete

3*Hotels Twin Single

01-30 Apr & 01-20 Oct €991 €1 365

01-31 May & 14-30 Sep €991 €1 365

01-30 Jun €1 035 €1 440

01-20 Jul & 26-13 Sep €1 115 €1 580

21 Jul -25 Aug €1 130 €1 585

4*Hotels

01-30 Apr & 01-20 Oct €1 180 €1 635

01-31 May & 14-30 Sep €1 310 €1 890

01-30 Jun €1 395 €2 045

01-20 Jul & 26-13 Sep €1 471 €2 226

21 Jul -25 Aug €1 495 €2 270

5*Hotels

01-30 Apr & 01-20 Oct €1 345 €1 888

01-31 May & 14-30 Sep €1 415 €2 034

01-30 Jun €1 578 €2 340

01-20 Jul & 26-13 Sep €1 785 €2 670

21 Jul -25 Aug €1 773 €2 645

Includes: 2 nights accommodation in Athens and Paros, 
3 nights in Santorini and Crete on bed and breakfast /All 
transfers in Athens, Paros, Santorini, Crete per itinerary / 
Athens sightseeing tour (SIC) with entrance to Acropolis 
site and Acropolis Museum / Fast  ferries between 
mainland and islands in economy class / Air tickets to 
Athens with airport taxes included.

14 Night Aegean Charm
Athens - Mykonos - Paros - Santorini  - Crete

3*Hotels Twin Single

01-30 Apr & 01-20 Oct €1 266 €1 748

01-31 May & 14-30 Sep €1 266 €1 748

01-30 Jun €1 344 €1 885

01-20 Jul & 26-13 Sep €1 511 €2 893

21 Jul -25 Aug €1 625 €2 365

4*Hotels

01-30 Apr & 01-20 Oct €1 455 €2 010

01-31 May & 14-30 Sep €1 588 €2 300

01-30 Jun €1 731 €2 544

01-20 Jul & 26-13 Sep €1 866 €2 856

21 Jul -25 Aug €1 950 €2 978

5*Hotels

01-30 Apr & 01-20 Oct €1 761 €2 555

01-31 May & 14-30 Sep €1 873 €2 781

01-30 Jun €2 118 €3 238

01-20 Jul & 26-13 Sep €2 425 €3 723

21 Jul -25 Aug €2 530 €3 925

Includes: 2 nights accommodation in Athens, Mykonos, 
Naxos, Paros, 3 nights in Santorini and Crete on bed and 
breakfast / Athens sightseeing tour (SIC) with entrance to 
Acropolis site and Acropolis Museum with English speaking 
guide / All transfers to hotels and ports / Fast ferries between 
mainland and islands in economy class / Air tickets to Athens 
in economy class with airport taxes included.

Island Hopping Packages

antiques. While it is operational all week, 
the best bargains are available on Sundays.

Beaches
Athens is mostly famous for sightseeing 
and not for the beaches. However it has 
many beautiful beaches on the southern 
and northeastern side of Attica peninsula. 
Schinias is one of the most beautiful 
and best-organized beaches with sandy 
coastline, clean water and surrounded by 
many water sports centres. The coastline 
from Glyfada to Cape Sounion, has good 
beaches as well as secluded coves.

Syntagma Square
The square that forms the heart of 
modern Athens and most of the city’s 
museums are clustered in this area, 
along Vassilissis Sophias Avenue, which 
runs from Syntagma Square: Benaki 
Museum, Museum of Cycladic Art and 
the Byzantine Museum.  Syntagma 
Square is also home to the Parliament 
building, built in 1840 as a Royal Palace. 
Tourists flock to photograph the unusually 
clad guards at the palace; the skirted 
and pom-pommed guard is changed 
ceremonially every hour.

Rates are per person sharing, based on lowest season at the time of printing and to be regarded as an indication only. 

Ref. (SIC – Seat in Coach)
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Thera Meseum
A great attraction in Santorini is the Museum of Prehistoric 
Thera, with its wall paintings, golden ibex fi gurine and Neolithic 
pottery exhibits.

Panagia Paraportiani
15th century Church of Panagia Paraportiani, featuring four 
churches on the ground and one built on top of them, is the 
most photographed church on Mykonos and a must see.

GREECE

Santorini
The island’s two towns, Fira and Oia, are perched on the cliff  
tops of the highest part of the island. Ferries arrive and depart in 
the harbour below and visitors walk or ride donkeys up the steep 
winding path to the towns. Perissa and Perivolos are two of the 
most popular beaches on Santorini, the black-sanded shore 
hosting a selection of tavernas and restaurants. 

The island is well connected with the main cities in Greece 
either by sea or by air;

•  Flights from Athens to Santorini are about 45 minutes.
• Ferries take about 8 or 9 hours to Santorini and stop at a couple 

other islands on the way, usually Paros, Naxos and Ios.
•  High speed ferries take half the time and often double the price.

Mykonos
This upmarket Greek island is a sophisticated, fashionable 
favourite. Its designer shops, colourful tavernas and throbbing 
dance clubs are doing a roaring trade, but despite the trendy 
crowds, retains its traditional fl avour while its trademark, fi ve 
thatched windmills turn slowly on the hill. 

Tourists to Mykonos who would like to do some serious 
sightseeing can visit the archaeological museum on the island, 
which displays some fi nds from the necropolis on nearby Rhenia. 

Beaches
The beaches of Santorini are a great attraction for children, with 
black shining pebbles and unique land formations, coloured by 
black, white and red sands. The waters are deep though, so 
be cautious. Perissa and Perivolos are two of the most popular 
beaches, hosting a selection of tavernas and restaurants.

ATTRACTIONS

ATTRACTIONS

Island of Delos
A trip to the UNESCO World Heritage Site of the island of Delos, 
mythological birthplace of Artemis and Apollo and declared a 
national museum, will reward with its famous archaeological 
sites, while Little Venice’s characteristic balconies overhanging 
the water on the sea’s edge is an enchanting place to visit.

IONIAN 
(West of Greece)
Kefalonia / Corfu / Crete
Zakynthos 
 

SPORADES 
(East of Greece) 
Skiathos / Skopelos / Skyros
 

GROUPING OF ISLANDS

DODECANESE 
(Near Turkey)
Kos / Rhodes / Samos / Lesvos
 

CYCLADES 
(South of Greece)
Mykonos / Paros / Naxos / Milos 
/ Ios (party Island) / Santorini
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Archaeological Museum
A visit to the Minoan palace at Knossos 
should be complemented with a visit to 
the wonderful Archaeological Museum 
in Heraklion. Thousands of artefacts 
depicting the intriguing Minoan culture 
are on display.

The Palace of Knossos
The Minoan palace at Knossos, covering 
an area of 20,000 sq metres, is one of the 
world’s greatest sightseeing experiences. 
It consists of four wings, arranged around 
a rectangular central court. The palace 
was built around 2,000 BC and destroyed 
by an earthquake.

Monastery of Arkádhi 
The Monastery is something of a 
national Cretan shrine. During the 
1866 rebellion against the Turks, the 
monastery became a refuge for Cretan 
insurgents and their families. They were 
surrounded by the Turks and after two 
days of fi ghting, ignited the gunpowder 
storeroom, which killed hundreds of both 
Turks and Cretans. The tragedy brought 
international recognition to the cause for 
Cretan independence.

History Museum of Crete
This museum deals with Crete’s more 
modern history and highlights the 
islanders’ long battle for independence 
from the early Christian times to the 
present day. 

Best time to visit Greece
June to August when the weather is beautiful 
and sun is guaranteed. 
If you want to avoid the crowds and moderate 
weather,  then consider April and May or late 
August to September.

COOL TRAVEL FACTS

Athens City Tour                                €80
Full day with the Acropolis and new 
Acropolis Museum.

2 Day Delphi & Meteora    €213
Explore the ancient site of Delphi as 
well as the Museum showcasing 
masterpieces of ancient Greek sculptures.  
Dinner and overnight in Kalambaka.  Visit the 
ageless Monasteries of Meteora, containing 
priceless historical and religious treasures.

SIGHTSEEING TOURS

South African passport holders require 
visas. Please check requirements for 
other passport holders.

JUN AUG

Crete
Gateway to the island is the large, modern city of Heraklion.  It is the largest, with more 
tourist facilities than any other Greek island. Some parts of the island have massive 
hotels, but fortunately Crete also allows endless beaches, numerous villages, remote 
mountains and some natural curiosities like caves and gorges for those trying to avoid 
the ‘madding crowds’. So hiring a car is a must! It is the most fl exible way to get around, 
but be mindful of the curving mountain roads and rough surfaces in the south of the 
island.  Alternative transport is mopeds, motorbikes and taxis.

GREECE

ATTRACTIONS

The Samaria Gorge
It is an arduous trip but well worth it to 
see one of the great natural wonders of 
Europe, the Samaria Gorge in the White 
Mountains in western Crete.

Rates are per person sharing, based on lowest season at the time of printing and to be regarded as an indication only. 
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The United Arab Emirates on the south-eastern tip of the 
Arabian Peninsula, forms a union of seven sovereign 
sheikhdoms.  It is a modern, trend-setting conglomeration of 
high-rise cities today with state-of-the-art tourist infrastructure, 
magnificent beaches and a paradise of duty free shopping. 
Unlike other Arab states the UAE actually courts and 
encourages tourists, constantly adding and upgrading events 
and attractions to complement its renown as the shopping 
capital of the world.  The UAE has not lost its authentic charm 
and offers a host of experiences and attractions that utilise its 
historic Bedouin heritage, including camel treks, henna tattoos, 
desert stargazing, 4x4 trips through sand dunes and cruises 
aboard a dhow. 

UAE

Dubai
Dubai is a stirring alchemy of profound traditions and ambitious futuristic vision 
wrapped into starkly evocative desert splendour.  This is a superlative-craving society 
that has birthed audaciously high buildings and palm-shaped islands, Sci-fi concepts 
like flying taxis and a lightning-fast hyperloop train. All reflections of a mindset that 
fearlessly embraces the future. 

Dubai Creek divides the city centre into two parts: Deira on the northern side and  
Bur Dubai to the south and visitors has a variety of experiences to choose from; desert 
oases and unspoiled beaches, camel races and old wind towers, to top-class shopping 
opportunities, avant-garde architecture and the finest international cuisine, Dubai has 
more than enough depth to satisfy even the most seasoned of travellers.

Dubai Creek
Lined by dhows, the Creek offers a 
picturesque glimpse of Dubai’s trading 
heritage and can be crossed by water 
taxis.  We offer day or night cruises.

Burj Khalifa
This Skyscraper is a world-class centre 
piece of downtown Dubai.  It is the 
world’s tallest building, surrounded 
by hotels, shopping centres and 
entertainment.

Ski Dubai at the Emirates Mall
The first indoor ski resort in the Middle 
East offering skiing, snowboarding and 
tobogganing experiences.  Clothing and 
all equipment rental is available.

Dolphin Bay Atlantis
Enjoy an up close and personal 
experience with the dolphins, one of the 
world’s most intelligent creatures.

Dubai Parks & Resorts
Discover the inner-child and have the 
best fun at Legoland Dubai and Legoland 
Water Park.  Or go behind the screen 
into the world of cinematic adventure 
at Motiongate Dubai. With studios like 
DreamWorks, Sony Picture Studios 
and Lionsgate, films like Shrek, Hunger 
Games, Smurfs and Ghostbusters come 
to life.  Not to forget Bollywood Parks 
Dubai, and Riverland Dubai, the dining 
and retail venue which you can access 
without purchasing a ticket.  Lapita Hotel 
Dubai is a Polynesian themed family 
resort inside Dubai Parks and Resorts.

ATTRACTIONS

Al Ain

Tarif

Ras al-Khaima

Fujairah

Umm al-Qaiwain

Sharjah

Dubai

Jebel Ali

Jebel Dhanna
Sila

ABU DHABI
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UAE

Best time to visit the UAE
The hottest and humid months are from June 
to September, with hotels off ering lower rates.  
Winter is warm and sunny and also the high 
season from November to March.

COOL TRAVEL FACTS

South African passport holders require 
visas. Please check requirements for 
other passport holders.

NOV MAR

DUBAI
Modern Dubai                                  $356
Dubai City Tours with High Tea in 
Burj All Arab and Burj Khalifa Experience.

Desert Safari & BBQ Dinner      $86
Dune bashing in a 4x4, dine under the 
stars in an authentic Bedouin camp 
and dance to the rhythm of Arabic music.

ENTRANCE TICKETS ONLY

Aquarium & Underwater Zoo           $30

Dubai Parks & Resorts                   $160
7 day unlimited pass to 4 parks

Ski Dubai Polar Pass                        $70

IMG World of Adventure                   $68

ABU DHABI
Abu Dhabi City Tour                          $71
See highlights such as the trendy 
Corniche, Sheikl Zayed Grand Mosque, 
Union Square, Heritage Village, the port of 
Jebel Ali and Marina Mall.  Lunch included.

Dhow Dinner Cruise                        $105
A relaxing dinner cruise, with soft drinks 
and transfers included.

Ferrari World & Yas Water World     $91
Full day 2-Park Pass, Bronze entry with 
Yas Water World.

SIGHTSEEING TOURS

Abu Dhabi
Abu Dhabi, capital of the UAE is the largest of the seven Emirates and is not afraid to 
challenge world records with the largest hand-loomed carpet, the fastest rollercoaster 
and a tower with the greatest lean.  The city is almost an island, jutting into the Persian 
Gulf, with land reclaimed from the sea to make way for a long seafront Corniche, lined 
with lush gardens and gushing fountains. The pulsating city, with futuristic skyscrapers 
and wide tree-lined boulevards, is capitalising on its sophistication, amazing duty-
free shopping zone, its luxury hotels and top class transport and communication 
infrastructure to attract tourists.

Yas Waterworld
This mega water park is home to 45 
exhilarating rides, slides and attractions. 
Five of which can be found nowhere else 
in the world.  With rides to thrill young and 
old and plays host to Dawwama – the fi rst 
hydro-magnetic tornado waterslide and 
the fi rst ever water and laser rollercoaster, 
Bandit Bomber.

Ferrari Waterworld
Ferrari World Abu Dhabi was created in 
tribute to Ferrari’s passion, excellence, 
innovation and performance.  Each area 
and attraction in the Park brings to life 
a diff erent part of the Ferrari story, from 
Cinema Maranello with its fi lm about Enzo 
Ferrari to Formula Rossa capturing the 
speed, power and freedom of a F1™ car.

Rates are per person sharing, based on lowest season at the time of printing and to be regarded as an indication only. 

ATTRACTIONS
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Highlights of Jordan
7 Nights from R11 799 pps

Amman – Wadi Rum – Aqaba - Amman

Take in Petra’s fascinating history and marvel at its thrilling 
beauty and relax in the therapeutic waters of the Dead Sea.  

• 6 nights Hotels / 1 night desert Camp.
• Daily breakfast.
• Visit to the Dead Sea.
• Guided tours to Madaba mosaics, Karak Castle and Petra.
• Jeep excursion in Wadi Rum.

Iranian Food Adventure
9 Nights from R39 810 pps

Tehran – Esfahan – Yazd – Shiraz - Tehran

Captivating snow-capped mountains, rolling deserts, ancient 
cities and crowded bazaars all add up to an unforgettable 
tapestry of a culture less experienced.

• 9 nights accommodation in hotels.
• Daily breakfast.
• City walk in Tehran, Yazd and Shiraz.
• Guided tours to Iman Mosque, Sheik Lotfallah Mosque,   
 Jameh Mosque and Persepolis.
• Cooking classes.
• Visit to traditional sweet shop, bakery tour and 
 beverage demonstration.

ADVENTURES

(011) 408-8000 or 086 001 8020                info@travelvision.co.za                reservations@travelvision.co.za                www.travelvision.co.za

Please refer to the Travel Vision Website for Terms and Conditions www.travelvision.co.za
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